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Who wouldn’t want a
healthier street?
There’s a new trend in transport – and it’s one that could be great for
cycling. Simon Munk explains what makes a street ‘healthy’...
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Getting London active
Activity has been shown to dramatically improve
health outcomes — cutting heart disease,
diabetes, cancers etc as well as improving mental
health. Getting everyone to meet just the
minimum level of physical activity, would see a
20 percent drop in all deaths in the capital.
And the best way of increasing activity levels
has been shown to be getting people to ditch the
car in favour of walking and cycling — “active
travel” beats out sports, gyms and diets for
sustaining activity levels through life. TfL’s
‘Improving the Health of Londoners’ report
suggests that by just embracing walking and
cycling, London could double the proportion of
those who got those minimum minutes.
In other words, our addiction to cars is killing
us. Not just through unseen pollution particles in
our toxic air, but also through the fact it cuts
down on our opportunities to be physically
active. Your household owning a car is a huge
determinant of activity levels in your household,
as is owning a bicycle. In opposite directions.
Fortunately, this issue is increasingly
recognised at high level in London. Shawcross
has spoken repeatedly about the Healthy Streets
approach. As has the new Mayor, Sadiq Khan.
“Using London’s transport network to

TOP & ABOVE: Clapham Old Town
with a healthy streets transformation

promote walking and cycling is vital to tackling
health inequalities and improving public health
more generally,” said Khan.
He continued: “I plan to create healthier
neighbourhoods where walking and cycling are
safer and easier for all, with greener, better public
spaces, and cleaner air. This will require a
rounded approach that prioritises the needs of
all Londoners and protects the most vulnerable
and disadvantaged. The Healthy Streets
approach — delivering the ten indicators of a
Healthy Street — is an intuitive, evidence-based
means of achieving this and I will ensure that it is
embedded into the governance of TfL.”
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here’s a new approach at TfL — one
that’s being picked up by Deputy
Mayor for Transport Val
Shawcross and other transport
movers and shakers as a good new
way of looking at our streets — and
that’s in health terms. This could and should
create a new willingness to make things better for
both cycling and walking in London.
Health in London and transport are
intrinsically linked. We already know air pollution
from vehicles is causing the equivalent of 10,000
deaths each year. That’s a terrible statistic. But
health outcomes for inactivity are even more
serious. If Londoners swapped motor vehicle
journeys for walking and cycling, we’d add over
60,000 years to Londoners’ lives every year.
London right now is not a healthy place.
Nearly half of all Londoners do not do the
recommended minimum of 150 minutes of
physical activity a week. Over a quarter (and up
to 40 percent in some boroughs) do less than 30
minutes a week. And over 80 percent of children
don’t get 150 minutes.
“We are losing an entire generation to ill health
and premature death,” said Lucy Saunders, Public
Health Specialist at the Greater London Authority
and Transport for London.
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What makes a street healthy?
The Healthy Streets approach centres around ten
‘indicators of a healthy street’: things to see and
do; places to stop; shade and shelter; clean air;
pedestrians from all walks of life; easy to cross;
people choosing to walk and cycle; quiet;
safe-feeling; and where people feel relaxed.
Each of the ten indicators has a scientific
evidence base to support it as an essential
ingredient for improving health, reducing health
inequalities and increasing walking and cycling.
At TfL the Healthy Streets approach means
considering the entire street as a place and
maximising opportunities for people over
vehicles. It means integrating pedestrian and
cycling and public realm benefits. The approach
has three arms in development — the Healthy
Streets Survey, Health Streets Check and health
becoming embedded in TfL’s business case.
The survey has been undertaken in over 80
locations, asking more than 8,000 people on
those streets what their direct experience at that
point was. Locations were chosen to represent a
mix of London’s streets — from busy ‘core’ main
roads to residential streets. Some of the streets
surveyed are in mini-Hollands or other locations
where the survey results are expected to change
dramatically as schemes go in.
The Healthy Streets Check is being worked on
currently and is hoped will become a successor
to TfL’s Cycling Level of Service (CLoS) scoring
system found in the London Cycling Design
Standards (LCDS).
Like CLoS, it will allow scheme designers and
campaigners to score a scheme and spot ‘Critical
Fails’ by measuring objective elements (such as
lane widths, walking space free of obstruction, or

turning traffic streams). The score then acts as a
way of predicting how the scheme will perform
in terms of enabling more people to cycle and
walk in the area.
The monetary implications
Finally, TfL has committed to “quantify and
where possible monetise the health impacts of
our projects and policies” by 2017 (source:
Improving the Health of Londoners). In building
a business case for any major scheme, TfL
already looks at the economic impact of it — often
on congestion and on collisions, leading to
injuries and loss of life. Using the World Health
Organisation’s Health Economic Assessment Tool
(HEAT), TfL can add in the predicted economic
benefit or cost of any scheme in terms of
increased activity — saving (or costing) the public
purse, for example, in terms of prolonged life
and productive work life.
This last one has the potential to be rather
radical in campaigners’ hands. “It’s been DfT
guidance to include health in a business case for
some time, under WebTAG (Transport Appraisal
Guidance),” said Saunders. “At TfL some people
have been using it for a while. But when it came
to building the business case for the ‘Cycling
Vision’, it was found that one third of all
economic benefits were health. People realised
that making the benefit-cost ratio case there was
a big health uplift.”
In other words, the HEAT tool helps make a
business case for cycling and walking-positive
schemes. But something that campaigners might
want to think about is it also makes the case
harder for schemes that increase motor traffic —
such as Silvertown Tunnel.

Cycling and walking in perfect harmony
There’s a huge overlap between those who
campaign for cycling and those who campaign for
walking, and indeed those who campaign for
cutting car usage or clean air. But there are
differences of emphasis and opinion. And one fear
with the Healthy Streets agenda is that it will
encourage ‘shared space’ schemes where they are
unsuitable, or that councils will tick walking boxes
(because everyone walks) and do the easy stuff
like providing shade and shelter, but not bother
with cycling — and still claim a Healthy Street win.
To be a Healthy Street, “cyclists will have to be
thought about from the outset, rather than as an
afterthought,” said Saunders. “The key test of a
Healthy Street is whether it delivers uplift in
numbers of people walking and cycling. If you’re
delivering poor quality space, then people won’t
choose to use it.” That said, Saunders recognises

A HEALTHY
STREET IN
ACTION

1

A normal high street — two
lanes of traffic in each
direction (or perhaps a lane
of traffic and a lane of parking),
plus blank shop facades. About
the only things missing from this
picture of a standard London high
street like this are some boardedup windows and a few ‘for sale’
signs in the windows.

2

A pedestrian crossing and
20mph speed limit makes
the street easier to cross
for pedestrians and people are
starting to feel safer. But air’s
probably still polluted, there’s
nowhere to stop and pause, and
you won’t find many people
cycling down here.

3

Trees and canopies provide
shade and shelter — ideal
for resting under on a sunny
day or during a downpour. But still
this is a place to pass through
mostly, rather than to go to.
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: healthy street
schemes happening (or planned) at Royal
College Street, Camden; Leonard Circus,
Hackney; Holborn Circus in the City.

a need for cycle campaigners to hold TfL and
boroughs to account “to ensure the concept isn’t
misunderstood or misinterpreted.”
With some boroughs already caught out
trying to ‘game’ their CLoS scores and dismiss
‘Critical Fails’ it’s clear there is a real risk that
schemes badged as Healthy Streets won’t be very
healthy for cycling. But that’s nothing new — it’s
down to campaigners to point out to boroughs
that schemes that don’t make walking and
cycling safer and more attractive won’t deliver
real health benefits for their residents.
These are serious possible downsides — and
we need to be aware of the potential for some
boroughs to go that way. But there are also
benefits for embracing a broader view on our
streets. Many cycling schemes — from Cycle
Superhighways to Quietways and mini-Hollands
— have found it challenging getting broader

5

Mini-Holland success
Both Enfield and Waltham Forest mini-Hollands
particularly have already found that recognising
and emphasising the benefits for everyone is vital
to win schemes’ public acceptance. In Enfield, the
cycling campaign is involved in a broader Better
Streets coalition with walking advocates, Play
Streets organisers and more. Similarly, the We
Support WF mini-Holland group in Waltham
Forest is made up as much from those that don’t
cycle as those that do.
“Healthy Streets help deliver better
environments for cycling, without being badged

Hang on… suddenly we’ve
not just got improved
lighting for safety, bike
racks and hire bike stands, but
also a segregated bi-directional
cycle track and bus stop. This
means you’ll see pedestrians
from all walks of life. There are
places to stop and people will
choose to walk and cycle.

6

as cycling schemes,” said Saunders. “It means
more people can come together to support
making streets better, for different reasons,
rather than just being supported by one sector of
the community.” These schemes also let cycle
campaigners join forces with others to make a
coalition against car dominance.
People who promote walking and those who
promote cycling have a lot in common. That’s why
LCC is working on supporting Healthy Streets with
the walking campaign Living Streets. Collisions
between people walking and those cycling are a
cause for concern for both organisations — and it’s
in all of our interests to design them out or
mitigate them where possible.
But it is motor vehicle speeds, volume and
interaction with vulnerable road users that are
the main concern for both and that’s why we’re
endorsing the Healthy Streets approach together.

Throw in a fountain, outdoor
café seating, perhaps a
table-tennis table in the park
and you’ve truly got a place people
will travel to, rather than an
unloved through-street dominated
by motor vehicles. Public realm and
transport improvements combine
to attract more journeys by ‘active
travel’ modes.
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4

Benches — places to stop
means people are starting
to feel safe and relaxed.
Still, there’s not many people
about and, given this is London,
there’s the potential for street
drinkers or anti-social behaviour.

community acceptance and have faced a lot of
resistance from non-cycling residents who feel
that a minority is changing their streets. “This
way the whole community can get behind
improved streets for everyone,” said Saunders.

7

Low-pollution buses and
electric car-charging
points, plus hanging
baskets add the final touches. Air
quality, health, and walking and
cycling will all be up. “A street
that works for people is a street
that’s good for health.”
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